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1. Consider the following auction. N employers are bidding for the ser-

vices of a worker, and the worker works for at most one employer. Each

bidder i has private information on the productivity of the worker. Let

θi be the expected output if worker works for employer i. Each em-

ployer must also pay a fixed cost c > 0 for hiring the worker. Suppose

that bidding is slightly non-standard. Each i offers a fraction ρi of the

output to the worker if she accepts i’s offer (so we are assuming ex

post verifiability of θi). The worker accepts the highest offer but gets

the second highest fraction of output. Hence we have a ’second price

auction in fractions’.

(a) Formulate the above as a Bayesian game.

(b) Solve for the BNE of the game and verify that the equilibrium

fractions ρi (θi) are increasing. Do the bidders have dominant

strategies?

(c) Compare the revenue to the worker from this auction to the second

price auction where each i submits a standard wage offer.

(d) Reconcile part c) with revenue equivalence theorem.

2. Assume private values. Consider an incentive compatible (direct) mech-

anism (q, t) where t is ex ante budget balanced, i.e.

Eθ
N∑
i=1

ti (θ) = 0.
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Suppose that the types are independently distributed. Show that there

exists another incentive compatible mechanism (q, t′) where t′ is ex post

budget balanced, i.e.

N∑
i=1

t′i (θ) = 0 for all θ.

Furthermore show that you can have

Eθ−iti (θ) = Eθ−it′i (θ) for all i and θi.

3. Assume independent private types. Show that if there is an individually

rational VCG (q∗, t) such that

Eθ
N∑
i=1

ti (θ) ≥ 0,

then there exists an incentive compatible, budget balanced, individually

rational and effi cient mechanism (q∗, t′).

4. Assume private values. Consider the mechanism (q∗, t), where

ti

(
θ̂
)
= −

∑
j 6=i

uj

(
θ̂j, q

∗
(
θ̂
))
+ Eθi

[∑
j 6=i

uj

(
θ̂j, q

∗
(
θi, θ̂−i

)) ∣∣∣θ̂−i = θ−i

]
+Eθi

[
ui

(
θi, q

∗
(
θi, θ̂−i

)) ∣∣∣θ̂−i = θ−i

]
.

(a) Is this mechanism dominant strategy incentive compatible?

(b) Is it individually rational and if so, in what sense?

(c) Is it budget balanced (for arbitrary announcements? under truthtelling?)

5. Consider the following public good problem. Two towns on opposite

banks of a river must decide whether to build a bridge at cost 1 > c > 0.

Let θi be the number of inhabitants in town i that plan to use the

bridge. Assume that the prior on θiis uniform on [0, 1] and assume
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that θi and θj are independent. By crossing over to the other side the

river, inhabitants if town i have an impact γθi on inhabitants in j. The

impact could be positive (commerce) or negative (congestion). Hence

the total value of the bridge for town i is θi + γθj.

(a) What is the generalized VCG mechanism for this problem? Find

the corresponding effi cient ex post equilibria.

(b) What are the dominant strategy implementable social choice rules

for this problem?
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